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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

INVESTIGATION OF MECHANISMS OF MITOTIC RECOMBINATION IN YEAST 
 
 
 

At the submicroscopic level within all living cells the workings of a dynamic molecular 

world attempt to preserve the integrity of DNA - the blueprint of life. This dissertation describes 

in detail the experimental systems and results from two of our studies conducted in which DNA 

lesions compromised genomic integrity. The unifying theme of the following chapters revolves 

around the mechanisms responsible for structural genomic variation, that is, what happens to 

chromosomes when they break.  

 In the first phase of research, we examined outcomes associated with double-strand breaks 

(DSBs) at G-quadruplex DNA sequences. Here, we show that G4 DNA motifs, capable of 

initiating double-strand breaks, result in the formation of chromosomal aberrations. Our results 

provide structural context and support to a putative mechanism of homology-directed repair 

revealed by molecular analysis of these complex rearrangements. 

  In the second project, we investigated chromosomal translocations that developed from 

spontaneously occurring DSBs in diploid yeast to ascertain the means by which the DSBs had been 

repaired. The objective of this study was to examine the intricate interplay between the non-allelic 

DSB repair (DSBR) processes: canonical reciprocal homologous recombination (CRHR) vs. 

break-induced replication (BIR).  

 While numerous assays have previously measured repair pathway efficiency by isolating 

one of the two pathways from the other, no prior studies to our knowledge, have prospectively 

examined the contribution of BIR to overall double-strand break repair in diploids, using a non-
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inducible experimental system where either mechanism can be used freely by the cells. I designed 

and constructed a new assay system to study chromosomal translocations in the yeast eukaryotic 

model to investigate the balance between these two DSB repair processes. I characterized 

genotypic and phenotypic alterations in wild type background and in mutant yeast strains defective 

for BIR. 

 The data obtained from this work provides an additional perspective to the field of DNA 

repair biology with broad relevance to DSBR regulation in eukaryotes. It provides further 

understanding about the role of DNA repair to undesired genetic outcomes, thus, leading the way 

to the design of new and more effective treatments for diseases in which these molecular actions 

are the instigators of pathogenesis. 
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Chapter One 
 
 
 

Investigation of Mechanisms of Mitotic Recombination in Yeast 
 
 
 

 The topics pertinent to this dissertation concerning DNA double-strand break repair have 

been extensively described in minute detail by two recent review articles (Donnianni and 

Symington 2016; Verma and Greenberg 2016). For the purposes of this introduction, I have 

highlighted some of the aspects that are most relevant to the scope of my two experimental chapters 

that follow.  

 

Introduction  

Consequences of genomic rearrangements  

 Genomic instability is generally defined as the disruption of the capacity for cells to 

faithfully maintain and transmit genetic information from cell to cell, parent to child. While genetic 

damage cannot be entirely avoided, attempts to preserve chromosomal integrity, and thus avoid 

cell death, can result in introduced mutations and structural deviations. Indisputably, the most 

deleterious DNA lesion is the double-strand break (DSB) in which both strands of the double-helix 

are severed (Sakofsky et al. 2012; Morales et al. 2015). DSBs may arise not only from exogenous 

factors such as ionizing radiation and genotoxic chemicals, but also result from endogenous 

sources such as oxidative damage and replication stress, to name a few.  

Genomes are composed of dynamic architecture. Within cells, there is continuous 

surveillance and constant repair of genetic material by evolutionarily conserved molecular 

machinery and mechanisms ongoing (Jackson 2002; Kachroo et al. 2015). Furthermore, since 
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many of the proteins responsible for DNA maintenance in humans have orthologs in budding yeast, 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, it provides an excellent model organism for the study of these 

fundamental processes (Aggarwal and Brosh 2012). 

One way that cells preserve genomic stability is through a robust DNA replication system. 

Normal S-phase replication proceeds by a semi-conservative mechanism with high fidelity 

resulting in a relatively rare occurrence of nucleotide misincorporation, approximately 10−10 

mutations per base pair per cell division (Preston et al. 2010). This low frequency, however, cannot 

fully explain evolution and cancer development, both of which show a significant accumulation of 

mutations (Malkova and Haber 2012). Many recent whole genome sequencing (WGS) studies 

demonstrated that within cancer genomes the level of mutagenesis (often associated with 

chromosomal translocations) cannot be explained by this basal mutation frequency (Chin et al. 

2012). This phenomena of massive chromosomal changes underpins the importance of attempting 

to model particular DNA repair situations due to their significant biological consequences. 

 The focus of our research links double-strand breaks repair (DSBR) to gross chromosomal 

rearrangements (GRCs). The modes of recombination often involve DNA synthesis that is 

potentially different from the type of DNA synthesis occurring during S-phase where initiation 

occurs at an origin of replication (Kraus et al. 2001). If instead, synthesis initiated at a DSB, this 

would mean there is a break occurring in a chromosome in such a way that homology within the 

broken chromosome would be exposed, allowing strand invasion and synthesis from an alternative 

template. 
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Break-Induced Replication mechanism 

Emerging lines of evidence suggest that break-induced replication (BIR) is an under-

recognized method by which genomic rearrangements occur in human cells (Llorente et al. 2008b). 

BIR is a variant of homologous recombination (HR) in that it involves repair of only one side of a 

DSB (Figure 1.1). 5' to 3' degradation at the DSB exposes a 3' unpaired end, necessitating invasion 

into a homologous DNA duplex to serve as a template for repair. Following strand invasion, DNA 

synthesis proceeds to the end of the chromosome, resolving the DSB (Kolodner 2000; Donnianni 

and Symington 2015).  

 

Figure 1.1. Mechanism of break-induced replication. 
The repair process is initiated by a DNA double-strand break exposing broken chromosome 
ends. Exonucleases resect the DNA in a 5' to 3' manner exposing an unpaired 3' end. In this 
representation, the left side of the blue chromosome is lost. Aided by recombination proteins, 
the free 3' end invades a non-allelic template based on homology pairing.  Extensive DNA 
synthesis (represented by dashed lines) proceeds in a migrating D-loop primed from the 3’ 
invading end (indicated by arrowheads). Image adapted from (Saini et al. 2013)  
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While BIR is not the most physiologically predominant means of DSBR, this non-

canonical homology-directed repair (HDR) strategy plays a dual role in cells.  BIR repairs breaks 

that cannot be repaired by other means, recovers one-ended break events such as broken replication 

forks and can be useful for restoring eroded telomeres. Unfortunately, BIR is not without 

drawbacks. BIR leads to loss of heterozygosity (LOH) by copying entire regions of allelic 

chromosomes and can alternate between copying many sources or “donor sequences”, a process 

referred to as template switching (Smith et al. 2007; Stafa et al. 2014). Consequently, BIR 

instigates the formation of non-reciprocal translocations (NRTs), extensively discussed in Chapter 

3 of this dissertation (Kraus et al. 2001; Sakofsky et al. 2012). Additionally, multiple instances of 

BIR can potentiate genomic degeneration into complex genomic rearrangements, including ones 

termed half-crossover cascades (HCC), described in Future Directions and Studies of Chapter 3 

(Vasan et al. 2014). It has also been demonstrated by Malkova et. al. that the type of replication in 

BIR is extremely mutagenic, proceeding via a migrating bubble similar to that formed during 

transcription (Deem et al. 2011b; Sakofsky et al. 2012; Saini et al. 2013).  

 Since the DNA repair process itself can be mutagenic, it can lead to a variety of large-scale 

amplifications and/or deletions, known as copy number variations (CNVs) (Gu et al. 2008; Zarrei 

et al. 2015). CNVs can introduce neutral polymorphic variation and have been identified as drivers 

of genetic diversity across organisms, but also can introduce pathologic variation and serve as 

promoters of premature aging and causes for a myriad of diseases, including cancer (Conover et 

al. 2015; Mishra and Whetstine 2016). As such, targeting alternative DSBR mechanisms provides 

a promising prospect for designing clinical therapeutics for use in personalized medicine 

interventions (Carvalho and Lupski 2016; Verma and Greenberg 2016). 
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Research project descriptions 

 Here, I provide an overview of the two yeast-based bioassays conducted to investigate the 

outcomes of mitotic recombination.  Both studies comprising the research results contained within 

this dissertation revolve around characterizing the nature of gross chromosomal rearrangements 

(GCRs) (Bell et al. 2014; Putnam et al. 2016).  In the first study, we performed several molecular 

typing techniques to determine the precise genetic makeup of a spectrum of GCRs obtained from 

CNV assays.  We established that G-quadruplex DNA motifs consisting of self-associating 

guanine-rich tracts of DNA can cause a helical-distortion and serve as a hot spot for recombination 

through a micro-homology mediated mechanism. We were able to map the breakpoints at these 

regions where translocations were initiated for most of the clones analyzed. Technically speaking 

however, a “breakpoint” is a misnomer because the DNA most likely had been resected back some 

distance from the initial DSB before repair began; making the sites of recombination we detected 

actually “repair points.” Regardless of the nomenclature, the actual sequencing data we obtained 

allowed us to infer the mechanism of formation for these GCRs, described in Chapter 2. 

  The objective of the second study was to determine the relative contribution of two 

competing DNA repair pathways to the production of NRT outcomes. Prior data did not allow 

distinguishing between the alternative mechanisms that can form NRTs.  Ultimately, my intention 

was to gauge the footprint of BIR in homology-directed repair and to provide a more 

comprehensive understanding of the balance between non-allelic homologous recombination 

(NAHR) pathways that involve regions of DNA that have high sequence identity, but are not 

alleles, or between dispersed repetitive DNA elements.  I quantitatively measured mutation rate 

based on colonies that would only form on selective media following a specific genomic 

rearrangement. Additionally, I sought to analyze whether the mutation rates were affected by 
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integrating the donor sequence at different loci. Finally, I investigated how disrupting BIR affected 

the basal rate of recombination by creating POL32 deletion strains.  POL32 encodes  a non-

essential subunit of a replicative polymerase required for BIR (Payen et al. 2008a).  The dramatic 

and unexpected effects observed in these deficient strains speaks to the importance of reliable and 

processive DNA replication, as previously mentioned. 

  The discovery of genomic structural variants in humans still has many challenges to 

overcome. However, the advancements in sequencing technology and bioinformatics approaches 

have already begun to spotlight the fact that previously identified, but perhaps less appreciated 

processes discovered in model organisms do indeed have significant relevance for better 

understanding the nature of human DNA (Onishi-Seebacher and Korbel 2011; Startek et al. 

2015a). Continued investigation of these alternative DSB repair mechanisms in experimentally 

tractable model systems will present new mechanistic and functional insights into the roles they 

play in genome structure and related diseases (O'Driscoll and Jeggo 2006). 

 

In a broader context 

The genome stability experimental model system mentioned above to investigate NRTs 

and further described in Chapter 3 is an innovative and unique tool for characterizing the 

contribution of break-induced replication to the DNA repair process. There are some important 

distinctions to note between our design and the conventional BIR assay systems that have been 

described previously. Firstly, our experimental CNV-detection assay system involves diploid yeast 

cells, while most, if not all other BIR-focused studies involve haploid strains. Haploids cannot 

tolerate large deletions that frequently span essential genes. Therefore, studies that rely on haploid 

systems are likely limited for the types of clones carrying genome rearrangements that can be 

recovered. Therefore, our diploid system has the advantage of allowing a more diverse spectrum 
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of genomic changes to produce viable clones. However, this diversity also makes the interpretation 

of results more challenging, specifically, because it revealed a large number of clones that did not 

fit our simplistic model that framed the rationale for our hypothesis about the differences between 

CRHR and BIR. In any case, we would rather have our vision be clouded by revealing the real 

complexity of nature, than be selectively blinded by a system that oversimplifies it. Additionally, 

and as general principle, we believe that the use of diploid cells as a model are preferable over 

haploids because they allow for a more relevant and applicable translational study of the stability 

of the diploid human genome. 

Second, extensive studies have been conducted involving experimental strains that are 

constructed such that DNA double-strand breakage is initiated by inducible, site-specific 

endonucleases (e.g. galactose-inducible HO-endonuclease or I-SceI) (Deem et al. 2011a; 

Donnianni and Symington 2013; Anand et al. 2014). These are robust enzymes that cut 

chromosomes almost simultaneously in a population of unsynchronized cells, regardless of where 

the cell is at in the cell cycle; some are in G1 and have not replicated DNA while others are in late 

S or G2 phase and have already replicated their DNA. A typical experiment investigating BIR 

isolates the BIR pathway from other DNA repair mechanisms. These studies start with a 

chromosome that has a recombination substrate, a cut site for a site-specific recombinase, and on 

the other side of where the cut will occur there is a short DNA sequence with no homology 

anywhere in the genome attached to a telomere. Therefore, these qualities make it a totally 

dispensable piece of DNA. Once the cut is made, it cannot recombine because it has no homology 

elsewhere. If that segment gets lost and degraded it is of no consequence to the cell because it does 

not contain any genes required for viability. As a result, when the break occurs, only one side can 

engage in repair, and is thus referred to as a “single-ended break.” The cut chromosome resulting 
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in a “single-ended break” must be repaired by BIR using another chromosome as a template in 

order to survive. Without a two-sided break, the cells cannot engage the CRHR pathway to repair 

the lesion. Therefore, the cells must do BIR or they will die because the broken chromosome will 

trigger  permanent cell cycle checkpoint arrest and the cell will not divide – there is no other option.  

On account of this experimental design, these types of studies ultimately measure survival 

percentage. Typically, a culture is placed in galactose to induce the HO-endonuclease, and since 

the enzyme is extremely efficient, meaning every chromosome gets broken, the amount of 

recovery is dependent on the efficiency of repair by BIR. Thus, percent of cell survival is measured 

as the endpoint and is displayed as recombination frequency since these studies are not run during 

the growth of a population of cells. In experiments of this type, they cannot apply the 

recombination rate calculation because all of their mutations occur instantly, at one cell division, 

that is, the cell division the cells were at the time the HO was expressed. Most often the cells are 

placed in solution containing the galactose (not growth medium) so that for a short period of time 

cells are only repairing their DNA. They are then plated to continue growing. For any recombinant 

that grows, it is known when that breakage and repair event occurred. It is simply a matter of how 

many cells there were and out of those how many got the mutation. The frequencies obtained are 

on the 9 x 10-1 range, meaning a wild type strain will do BIR about 90% of the time. These are 

very common events that have been experimentally-cornered to undergo BIR. Often times when 

these cells are plated they still have a broken chromosome and BIR occurs post-plating. 

Additionally, in these studies, survival measurement typically shows that the wild type rate of 

recombination is higher than of pol32∆ strains. If the pol32 protein is absent, more cells will die 

overall because of the inability to do BIR. Furthermore, the endonucleases used for this kind of 

study are so efficient that often times they cut both sister chromatids. So, with this induced 
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recombination system the cells do not have the option to repair from the sister chromatid because 

it may also be broken. If a sister chromatid was cut by HO-endonuclease and the other sister 

chromatid was not cut, if repair occurs using the information from the unbroken sister restores the 

original configuration this will be a futile repair because the enzyme will simply cut it again. By 

definition, this is irreparable damage due to this cycle of cutting and re-cutting until the repair 

product no longer contains the HO cut site. Therefore, some of the survivors recovered by this 

means could have been generated by a situation where the process of non-homologous end-joining 

removed a base or two and destroyed the HO cut site. 

To interrogate the basal level of contribution of BIR to the overall repair processes 

available it was imperative that the DSBs in our experimental system be un-induced or naturally 

occurring and thus arise spontaneously over a period of time. It is likely that the DSBs would occur 

in a region where there is homology on both sides, not limiting the cells, but rather, allowing them 

the opportunity to do CRHR. Furthermore, “double-ended breaks” presented a more 

physiologically realistic repair situation where non-lethal recombination allowed for chromosome 

breaks to be “healed.” There is no requirement for BIR in our assay; we simply observe what 

happens naturally to see how important BIR anyway is in the process of repair. 

Finally, by providing an undefined period of time for DSBs to occur and be repaired by the 

cells’ method of choice the recombination rate was determined. This type of calculation 

incorporates how many times a single cell had to divide to generate that population and factors in 

time in the form of cellular generations, while frequency measurements do not include this. In our 

experiment, the recombination events are dispersed, occurring over time during the growth of that 

culture and they can occur at any time, making it truly a fluctuation determination, without issues 

about survival.  
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Chapter Two 
 
 
 

Characterization of Chromosomal Rearrangements Resulting from 

Double-Strand Breaks at G-Quadruplex (G4) DNA 
 
 
 

Summary 

G-quadruplexes (G4 DNA) are secondary nucleic acid structures formed by guanine-rich 

DNA sequences that are associated via hydrogen bonding to form stable, guanine-tetrad stacks 

(Paeschke et al. 2013). The topological characteristics introduced into the double-helix by this 

four-stranded structure can create physical barriers for the biological processes of transcription and 

replication, which in turn may lead to the formation of DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) (Murat 

and Balasubramanian 2014). Therefore, unresolved G4 DNA can result in compromised genome 

stability (Lemmens et al. 2015b). Here we describe the characterization of spontaneous gross 

chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs) initiated at G-quadruplex DNA motifs in top1∆ 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains (Putnam et al. 2009). The results indicated that repair broken 

chromosomes through the break-induced replication (BIR) mechanism was an important 

contributor to the formation of GCRs in the clones examined. 
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Introduction 

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are a severe form of DNA damage that can result from 

a variety of insults and actions including, but not limited to, exogenous chemical agents, by-

products of cellular metabolism (such as reactive oxygen species), and also by intrinsic DNA 

structures such as inverted repeats (Narayanan et al. 2006; VanHulle et al. 2007), trinucleotide 

repeats (Kim et al. 2008) G-quadruplex DNA structures (Lemmens et al. 2015a). DSBs are 

particularly dangerous to cells because of consequences from non-repair such as cell cycle arrest 

and/or activation of the apoptotic cascade, and also from improper repair which can result in 

chromosomal aberrations (Jackson 2002). A variety of genome maintenance mechanisms exist to 

specifically repair double-strand breaks. These mechanisms include non-homologous end-joining 

(NHEJ) where the break ends are directly ligated, homologous recombination (HR) which requires 

a homologous sequence to guide repair, and break-induced replication (BIR), a variant of HR, 

involving repair of only one side of the break. Despite these DNA repair pathways being in place, 

chromosome structure can be altered in a number of different ways that may lead to changes in 

gene copy number. Along with point mutations, mitotic gross chromosomal rearrangements 

(GCRs) resulting from inappropriate DSB repair are well recognized as a driver of cancer 

development (e.g. gene amplification leading to oncogene activation and gene deletion leading to 

tumor suppressor loss) (Yu et al. 2000; Aplan 2006; Marshall et al. 2008). 

Importantly, G-quadruplex (G4) DNA has been implicated as a structural catalyst for DSBs 

and is thus associated with genome instability. It has been estimated that there are more than 

375,000 potential G4-forming motifs in the human genome and more than 1,400 that occur in the 

yeast genome (Bochman et al. 2012). G4 DNA is a non-B form, four-stranded, secondary DNA 

structure composed of guanine-rich nucleic acid sequences associated in a planar orientation. G4 
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DNA forms primarily during transcription at the single-stranded non-template strand. If G4 DNA 

remains unresolved, it can become a structural barrier to transcription and replication in vitro and 

likely leads to replication fork stalling and ultimately DNA breakage in vivo (Tornaletti et al. 

2008). G4 DNA is found highly concentrated at telomeres, ribosomal DNA and immunoglobulin 

(Ig) heavy-chain switch regions (Dunnick et al. 1993; Willis and Dyer 2000; Maizels 2006). Ig-

isotype switching is one such example where recombination would actually be desirable to 

generate different classes of antibodies. Not surprisingly, abundant chromosomal translocations 

involving G-rich Ig switch regions have been identified. G4 motifs have also been identified 

frequently at breakpoints involved in translocations in cancer (Katapadi et al. 2012).  

In the present study, Saccharomyces cerevisiae served as the model organism for 

investigation of GCRs triggered by G4 DNA. When the gene encoding Topoisomerase I (TOP1) 

was knocked out, an introduced G4 DNA-forming sequence became the site of mitotic 

recombination at a frequency higher than normal. G4 DNA motifs were incorporated into the yeast 

genome on Chromosome 5 (Chr05) using one of two cassettes, each cassette descriptive of the 

orientation of the guanine-rich sequence relative the direction of transcription. These constructs 

were named either -GBTM or -GTOP; (Figure 2.1A). The integrated G4 DNA-forming sequences 

were derived from a 760 bp G-quadruplex motif from a mouse immunoglobulin switch Mu (Sμ) 

region (Kim and Jinks-Robertson 2011). On the right side of Figure 2.1A, -GBTM: the guanine-

rich sequence is in the transcribed bottom strand and is bound in a DNA-RNA hybrid (the red line 

indicates nascent RNA).  
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Figure 2.1. G-quadruplex DNA cassette orientations and chromosome map 
A. The transcription orientations of the Sμ-containing cassettes. 
Guanine-runs are on the non-transcribed strand in a single-stranded state in pTET-lys2-GTOP 
cassette and on the transcribed strand annealed to the nascent RNA (red line) in the pTET-lys2–
GBTM cassette. RNA polymerase holoenzyme is indicated by the blue oval.  
B. Presumed mechanism of G4 DNA folding. 
-GTOP cassette with depicted formation of the G4 secondary DNA structure from the exposed 
guanine-rich DNA sequence in the transcription bubble. The intervening DNA sequences are 
shown as a black line. The grey squares between the G-tracts represent planar hydrogen bonds. 
–GBTM cassette does not form G4 structure as the guanine-run is bound as a DNA-RNA hybrid. 
(Image adapted from (Capra et al. 2010)) 
C. Map of Chromosome 5 for Gross Chromosome Rearrangement (GCR) assay. 
A schematic representation of the relevant features of Chr05. The location of pTET-lys2-GTOP 
or –GBTM cassette is indicated by the hashed box with the arrow above indicating the direction 
of transcription. The distances (in kb) are approximate and not to scale. Telomeres are 
represented as “tgtgtg”.  
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On the left side of Figure 2.1A, the string of guanine residues are along the non-transcribed 

top strand, and have the ability to fold on themselves to form a G4 DNA structure as shown in 

Figure 2.1B. After the G4 DNA structure forms, transcription proceeds normally beyond it. 

However, this region becomes unstable when a replication fork reaches the G4 DNA structure 

impediment, leading to replication fork stalling and resulting in double-strand breakage. Prior to 

the publication of our work (Yadav et al. 2014), there was no experimental in vivo demonstration 

of genome instability effects at G4 sites. 

We sought to understand the role that G4 DNA plays in spontaneous chromosomal 

rearrangements. The study included use of the well-established Gross Chromosomal 

Rearrangement (GCR) assay in which URA3 and CAN1, counter-selectable markers, confer 

sensitivity to 5-Fluorootic Acid (5-FOA) and canavanine, respectively (Figure 2.1C) (Chen and 

Kolodner 1999). Selection for double-drug resistance primarily yields clones carrying deletions of 

the non-essential chromosomal segment containing the two markers. The likelihood for point 

mutations to inactivate these two genes independently is extremely low (~10-12), well below the 

detection limit (~10-10) of the selection for 5-FOA and canavanine double resistance. Additional 

studies described in detail in attached Supplementary Material, demonstrate that the increase in 

chromosomal rearrangements induced by G4 DNA depended on:  Topoisomerase I function, 

transcription through the G4 substrates, and G4 orientation. This was shown by inserting the 

GBTM/GTOP cassette (hashed box in Figure 2.1C) in opposite orientations relative to the direction 

of transcription (arrow in Figure 2.1C): TET-OFF pTET-lys2-GTOP (G4 in non-template strand) 

or TET-OFF pTET-lys2-GBTM (G4 in template strand). Furthermore, doxycycline was used to 

regulate transcriptional activity using a TET on/off gene expression system (i.e. when doxycycline 

was present, transcription was repressed). Figure 2.2 depicts the measured rate of occurrence of 
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double-drug resistant colonies based on the orientation of the G4 DNA forming sequence for wild 

type and in top1∆ mutants. The rate of GCR was significantly different between -GTOP and -

GBTM in wild type, but was ~30 fold higher in -GTOP top1∆ mutants.  

 

 

  

Figure 2.2. Gross Chromosomal Rearrangement (GCR) rates.  
GCRs occurring at Chr05 containing the pTET-lys2-GTOP (gray bar) or –GBTM (hashed bar) 
cassette. +DX; Doxycycline was added to the final concentration of 2 μg/ml to repress the 
transcription from pTET. 95% confidence intervals are indicated by the error bars. The block 
arrow indicates the experimental conditions from which the clones analyzed were isolated from: 
top1 mutants with active transcription through the -GTOP cassette. 
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This differential rate of GCRs was eliminated by repressing transcription through the 

addition of doxycycline (right bar pair). Our specific contribution to the study was to qualitatively 

evaluate the nature of the abundant chromosomal rearrangements isolated from top1∆ mutants 

with the inserted -GTOP cassette and active transcription (Block arrow in Figure 2.2). This 

characterization enabled us to infer the DSB repair pathways likely responsible for the genome 

instability associated with G4-DNA. To analyze the recombination mutants we employed three 

methods, used in conjunction, to thoroughly characterize the GCRs: Pulsed-field gel 

electrophoresis (PFGE), microarray-based comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH), and 

Sanger sequencing of chromosomal breakpoints from PCR products or DNA sequences captured 

via plasmid rescue. 

 

Results & Discussion 

In order to characterize the chromosomal rearrangements associated with G4 DNA, we 

first used pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), a technique for size-based separation of large 

DNA molecules (up to 6 Mb) achieved by applying an electric field that periodically changed 

direction.  This method allowed for separation of whole, intact yeast chromosomes and was used 

to identify rearrangements based on the migration of new chromosomal bands. In Figure 2.3, the 

karyotype of the parental strain is in the left-most lane showing the migration pattern of normal-

length chromosomes. There were a total of 27 double-drug-resistant clones which had undergone 

GCRs. Those with similar size rearrangements were then segregated into three different classes: 

Class I, Class II, and Class III (a & b). Representative clones carrying these classes of 

rearrangements are shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3. Classes of GCRs associated with the highly transcribed G4 DNA motif. 
PFGE analysis of different classes of GCR events. The full-length chromosomes of 
representative 5-FOAR CanR clone derived from the top1Δ strain containing the pTETlys2-
GTOP cassette are separated out by size. Classes I, II, IIIa and IIIb are described in the text. 
The chromosomes in the parental strain (P) are indicated to the left and the arrow indicates the 
normal (unrearranged) Chr05. The locations of novel chromosomal bands in each sample are 
indicated by red asterisks. 
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Since the URA3, CAN1 genes and the G4 DNA-forming sequence were all on Chr05 the PFGE 

location of this chromosome was of particular interest. The red asterisks show the new sizes (larger 

or smaller) of Chr05 based on its band location.  

In addition to PFGE, microarray-based comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH) 

was performed in order to analyze copy number differences between the DNA from the GCR-

containing clones compared to that of the parental strain. The GCR DNA and reference DNA were 

each labeled with different fluorophores (red and green) and competitively hybridized to a glass 

slide coated with approximately 15,000 interrogating oligonucleotide probes spanning the yeast 

reference genome sequence (S288c; Saccharomyces Genome Database (Engel et al. 2014). A laser 

scanner was used to detect fluorescent signals and computational analysis provided a plot of the 

gains and losses of gene copy number. The summarized data plots for all classes of chromosomal 

rearrangement clones is summarized in Figure 2.4 where red indicates a copy number loss and 

blue represents a copy number gain. Along the bottom of the diagram is a schematic of the 

chromosomal map of relevant landmarks on Chr05 including the GTOP/G4 DNA insertion site 

and Ty/delta elements, regions of yeast repetitive DNA sequence where it is relatively common 

for DNA to recombine. Side-by-side comparisons of PFGE and array-CGH data of Chr05 for each 

GCR class are shown in Figures 2.5A-D with black dots corresponding to individual probes. The 

X-axis provides the chromosomal coordinates or loci for each probe and the Y-axis is the Log2 

(red/green signal) for each probe. 
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Figure 2.4. Summary of the array-CGH analyses.  
The red and blue bars indicate the loss and the gain of the copy number of the corresponding 
regions of Chr05, respectively. The coordinates are approximate and correspond to the S288c 
reference genome sequence according to Saccharomyces Genome Database. The relevant 
genomic features are indicated at the bottom of the figure. The locations of relevant solo LTRs 
and full length Ty retrotransposons are indicated. At coordinate ~115,000, the ura3-52 allele 
with a Crick-oriented insertion of a Ty1 element is present in this strain background.  
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Figure 2.5 
Full caption follows. 
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In the most frequent GCR class (16 of 27 clones), Class I, the data from the PFGE in 

combination with the densitometry measurements (parental in blue and clone in red) showed a 

smaller (approximately 535 Kb Chr05) than normal parental ~570 Kb Chr05 seen in Figure 2.5A. 

Along with the array-CGH data, it was apparent there was a terminal deletion occurring distal to 

the G4 DNA site. Based on this data, the breakpoint was amplified via PCR with degenerate 

telomere primers and the PCR product was then Sanger sequenced. Analysis indicated a 

rearrangement consistent with a terminal deletion and de novo telomere addition at the switch Mu 

(Sµ) G4 DNA motif. This result was consistent with the most common class of GCRs observed 

when a homologous recombination substrate is not present between the URA3/CAN1 and the first 

essential gene in the chromosome (PCM1) (Chen and Kolodner 1999). In the absence of a substrate 

for homology-directed repair, alternative pathways including de novo telomere addition prevail. 

  

Figure 2.5. Molecular karyotype analysis of Chr5 GCRs. 
A. GCR class I, clone A13; B. GCR class II, clone A6; C. GCR class IIIa, clone A8 and 
A16; and D. GCR class IIIb, clone A7. Quantitative analysis of the PFGE and the detailed 
Chr05 gene dosage plots for the GCR classes are shown.  In all panels, the top part 
corresponds to sections of the same PFGE gel shown in Fig. 2.3, cropped between the 
Chr13/06 and Chr09 regions. Directly above the PFGE images are the superimposed plots 
of the quantitative trace analysis of the PFGE lanes for the parental strain (dark blue trace) 
and for the respective GCR clone (red trace). The image pixel intensity traces (vertical 
axis) for the GCR PFGEs were normalized relative to the trace of the parental strain. The 
parental and GCR traces closely overlapped for all chromosomes other than Chr05 and the 
rearranged Chr05 in the various GCR classes. The approximate size of Chr05 and the GCRs 
are indicated. The lower part of each panel shows the array-CGH copy number plots for 
the probes (blue dots) from Chr05 in the respective GCR clones. The vertical axis 
corresponds to the Log2(GCR[Cy5]/Parent[Cy3]) signal and the corresponding positions 
for 0, 1, and 2 copies of genomic material in the respective GCR clones. The horizontal 
axis corresponds to the physical position of each probe on Chr05. Regions where full 
deletions were detected are shaded in red, and regions where duplications were detected 
are shaded in light blue. 
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In Class II (8 of 27 clones), the PFGE also showed a smaller than normal Chr05 at 565 Kb 

instead of ~570 Kb, though not as small as that of Class I. In this case, the array-CGH indicated 

the URA3 and CAN1 genes were lost but not the whole end of the chromosome. Further analysis 

by PCR amplification across the breakpoint and sequencing revealed that it was a recurrent 

interstitial deletion mediated by 21 bp direct repeats. The repeats were vector sequences that were 

unintentionally introduced during strain construction. This result was consistent with a single-

strand annealing mechanism that is quite frequently observed in yeast when the appropriate 

sequence substrates are available (Symington et al. 2014). 

The Class III clones were more structurally complex, and their characterization was much 

more challenging. In the 2 of 27 clones classified as Class IIIa, the signature terminal deletion of 

the left arm of the chromosome occurs distal to the G4 DNA site. There is amplification of the 

region near the G4 DNA sequence and another seemingly unrelated amplification of the far end of 

the right arm of Chr05. Due to the copy number gains from these two regions of duplication, the 

PFGE showed a much larger (~700 Kb) than the normal Chr05. The array-CGH of Class IIIb (1 

of 27 clones) was very similar to that of IIIa but the amplification region near the G4 DNA site 

was larger, resulting in ~770 Kb Chr05. This configuration led us to propose mechanisms to 

explain the occurrence of these Class III outcomes with two non-exclusive potential pathways 

ending with the same final structural result (Figure 2.6). The proposed steps in the rearrangements 

are as follows: A DSB occurs at the G4 site. On the right side of the DSB, 5’ to 3’ DNA resection 

occurred (not shown) where one strand is trimmed back exposing a single stranded DNA 3’ end. 

The left side of the break would not be repaired and would be lost from the genome, explaining 

the deletions seen in array-CGH. This 3’ end of the right side loops back and finds a region of 

minimal homology and initiates break-induced replication (BIR).  
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At this point, two alternative pathways may have taken place. Following the pathway on the left 

of Figure 2.6, BIR continues down the left chromosome arm until it reaches a Ty element/long 

terminal repeat (LTR), a repetitive region of DNA. Then template switching occurs, moving to 

another Ty element on the right arm where BIR resumes. The chromosome is now considered 

“healed” as it regains a second telomere. The final result is an inverted repeat GCR iso-

chromosome structure which fits the PFGE and array-CGH data. Based on the lettered segments 

of the chromosome diagram in Figure 2.6, the copy number outcome results in the absence of 

segment “A” since it was originally lost when the terminal deletion occurred. There is a duplication 

of “B” and “C” present on the left arm. There is a single copy of “D” and “E”, but also a duplication 

of “F” which shows as the amplification of the right arm of the chromosome. 

In the alternative model on the right half of Figure 2.6, the first two steps are the same. 

However, in this pathway BIR continues uninterrupted through the centromere all the way to the 

right telomere resulting in a dicentric chromosome. Since dicentric chromosomes inherently are 

unstable, the duplicated centromere would have to be looped out by homologous recombination 

between Ty/LTR repeats (breakage-fusion-bridge) resulting in a final GCR inverted repeat 

structure, indistinguishable from the one predicted by the pathway shown on the left (template 

switching). We prefer the former model to the latter. The reasons supporting our inclination are 

that (i) template switching is commonly associated observed in BIR, (ii) the centromere is 

generally considered a strong barrier to BIR, and (iii) studies have shown limited synthesis via 

BIR (Smith et al. 2007; Donnianni and Symington 2013; Stafa et al. 2014). Our own subsequent 

work (described in Chapter 3) provided further evidence that the replication fork associated with 

BIR is not capable of efficiently carrying out DNA synthesis for more than about 200 consecutive 

kilobases. 
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Figure 2.6. Models for the generation of the recovered Class III GCRs. 
The inverted duplication rearrangements initiated by a double-strand break lesion at the Sμ 
sequence. Unique regions in Chr5 are labeled with letters A through F. The Chr5 fragment to 
the left of Sμ containing TEL05L, URA3, and CAN1 is lost (segment A), while the resected 3’ 
end of the Chr5 fragment to the right of Sμ folds back on itself and initiates BIR at the B 
segment. At this point, two possible models are shown to explain the structure of the recovered 
clones. 
 
Model 1: Template switching. 
1A. BIR proceeds from left to right through the B and C segments (green line) until reaching a 
dispersed Ty or LTR repeat (open white arrow). 1B. At this point the BIR fork collapses, and 
re-anneals at a homologous Ty or LTR on the right arm, then resumes extension copying the F 
segment (orange line) until reaching the right telomere. The resulting GCR product has a 
deletion of the A segment, an inverted duplication of B and C, single copy of D and E (including 
the centromere), and a duplication of F. 
 
Model 2: Dicentric formation and secondary rearrangement. 
2A. BIR copies an uninterrupted template through segments B, C, and D, then across the 
centromere, then through segments E and F reaching the right telomere (pink line). 2B. Since 
the resulting GCR is dicentric, it inevitably accumulates a new DNA break that leads to a 
secondary rearrangement between directly oriented Ty or LTR repeats flanking one of the two 
centromeres (dashed double-ended arrow). The resulting secondary GCR becomes monocentric 
and is recovered as a viable Class III clone. 
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Since our PFGE and array-CGH data (Figure 2.5) suggested the possible structures of Class 

III rearrangements (terminal deletion, inverted duplication and terminal duplication), we set out to 

characterize the specific breakpoint sites to obtain single nucleotide resolution of the junctions, to 

validate our prediction and to infer repair mechanisms. If the final GCR structure were an inverted 

duplication, then the break at the G4 site would cause loss of the end of the left chromosome arm, 

and if it followed the proposed mechanism, then it would fold back and copy the adjacent region 

causing a duplication. Numerous PCR attempts across the G4-proximal breakpoint either failed or 

did not provide specific amplification products. This approach for direct amplification of the 

breakpoint junctions was likely hampered due to formation of a hairpin structure which is 

refractory to PCR. Alternatively, we used a method called plasmid rescue to physically capture the 

potential inverted duplications point near a known DNA sequence, thus bypassing PCR 

amplification. The plasmid rescue technique involved integration, via homologous recombination, 

of a linearized bacterial plasmid into yeast genomic DNA at a sequence flanking the target site. 

Following PCR confirmation of integration at the desired locus, the genomic DNA from 

transformed cells was isolated and restriction digested. Genomic DNA fragments containing 

plasmid sequences were re-circularized and cloned in E. coli. The plasmid clones carrying the 

breakpoint junctions were then Sanger sequenced, generating the results shown in Figure 2.7A&B, 

which substantiate the proposed fold-back mechanism from Figure 2.6 with actual data.  
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  Figure 2.7A  
Full caption follows 
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Figure 2.7B  
Full caption follows 
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Figure 2.7A&B. Fold-back inverted duplications originating at the G4 DNA sequence. 
The DNA sequence determined from the inverted duplication structures in clone A7 (Figure 
2.7A) and A8 (Figure 2.7B) are shown at the bottom of each figure (Step 5) and the proposed 
mechanism of formation is shown above them. Step 1: A DNA double strand break forms within 
or proximal to the Sμ sequence. Step 2: 5’ to 3’ resection creates a ssDNA region. Step 3: The 
3’ end of the ssDNA folds back onto itself forming a loop of 59 nucleotides (clone A7) or 441 
nucleotides (clone A8) (nucleotides in green) and anneals to a 4 nt microhomology (underlined). 
Step 4: The annealed 3’ end primes break-induced replication (nucleotides in blue) going toward 
the right arm. Step 5: After BIR, a complementary DNA strand is synthesized (nucleotides in 
red) to complete the inverted chromosomal rearrangement event. Regions deleted and 
duplicated in the resulting clone are shaded in red and blue, respectively. The arrows above and 
below the DNA sequence show the two sides of the inverted duplication, which flank the 
microhomologies and the single-copy region corresponding to the original ssDNA loop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results support the model where a DSB occurs at the G4 site followed by DNA 

resection. The exposed 3’ end folds back and finds a region of minimal homology (in this case 

only four nucleotides), it anneals creating a 59 nucleotide loop from which BIR was initiated 

(Figure 2.7A). When the second strand was completed the result was an inverted duplication since 

the ends are identical, but inversed, and the middle sequence was unique since it was the spacer 

between the two repeats due to the temporary hairpin. Sequencing data from clone A8 showed a 

similar pattern except that a larger (441 nt) hairpin loop was formed (Figure 2.7B). 

The secondary chromosomal rearrangements in Class III involving the right arm had 

breakpoints at Ty/LTR repetitive sequences, and were consistent with a non-allelic homologous 

recombination mechanism (Argueso et al. 2008). These breakpoint junctions were more amenable 

to PCR analysis and did not require the plasmid rescue approach. In the schematic diagram in 

Figure 2.8A, the top portion shows the structure of the normal parental Chr05 with the G4 DNA 

site. The bottom portion shows the resulting GCR in clone A16 indicating a presumed duplication 

of the right arm to form and iso-chromosome structure (the duplicated right arm segment is in 

inverted orientation).  
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Figure 2.8. Chromosome map and breakpoint analysis for Class IIIa GCR 
A. Class IIIa Chromosome 5 map. 
Schematic representation of normal Chr05 in the parental strains and the predicted structure 
from array-CGH following rearrangement in A16. The green chevron symbols represent 
YELWdelta1, the blue chevrons represent YERWdelta20b and the hashed chevron depicts a 
hybrid resulting from a recombination event between these two repetitive DNA elements. The 
sequence of this recombination junction is shown in Figure 2.9. Telomeres are represented by 
boxes at ends of the chromosome with left and right indicated within. Primers are shown with 
labeled purple arrows. Chromosomal sizes not drawn to scale. 
B. Results of PCR approach for breakpoint amplification and analysis. 
A PCR amplicon was generated (via primers JAO1249/1238) only from Class IIIa clone A16 
(red box), not from Class IIIb clone A8 or from parental strains 150-1 and 150-2 (controls). 
Primers (JAO1249/1250) flanking the native YELWdelta1 amplified this repeat element in all 
four strains tested. 
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PCR was used to amplify the breakpoint region with primers JAO1249 and JAO1250. Only 

clone A16 showed an amplicon between primers JAO1238 and JAO1249 and since each of these 

primers were specific (complementary) to opposite ends of the chromosome this indicates a 

duplication of the right arm of Chr05 now present in place of the original left arm of Chr05 (Figure 

2.8A&B). This PCR amplicon was purified and sequenced and the trace data was aligned to the 

reference yeast genome. The junction where the two sequencing reads overlapped implied that a 

recombination event occurred between two delta long terminal repeat regions with 198 base pairs 

of shared homology, 8 mismatches, 96.5% identity (Figure 2.9). This PCR analysis validated the 

GCR structure predicted by the PFGE and array-CGH data for clone A16. 

  

Figure 2.9. Sequencing of LTR – LTR recombination breakpoint in Class IIIa.  
The trace data from clone A16 was aligned to the S288c reference genome sequence according 
to Saccharomyces Genome Database using CLC Genomics Workbench. The detailed 
breakpoint nucleotide sequencing reads overlapped indicating a recombination event between 
2 deltas (repetitive sequence regions) with 198 bp homology, 8 mismatches, 96.5% identity. 
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In conclusion, the inverted duplications recovered from the GCR assay that we analyzed 

are indicative of a micro-homology mediated event involving only a few bases to prime the 

replication process used to repair the G4 chromosome breaks. Similar rearrangement junctions 

potentially formed by a fold-back mechanism have been noted previously in yeast with a hairpin 

loop ranging from 25 to 44 bases (Putnam et al. 2014). The two fold-back hairpins described in 

our clones were larger (59 and 441 bases). Analogous structures have also been characterized in 

the human genome. Hermetz et al. analyzed the genomic architecture of a large collection of 

human inverted duplications. Not surprisingly, their findings supported the existence of a similar 

loop-back mechanism in humans to that described in our study and earlier studies in yeast. While 

overall the structure was similar, the sizes of the molecules involved were much larger. They were 

able to identify spacers of unique sequence fold-back hairpins generated between palindromic 

inverted duplications (derived from the original) up to 70 Kb in length, three orders of magnitude 

larger than the yeast examples we characterized (Hermetz et al. 2014). This recent finding lends 

strength to the likelihood that inversion junctions created by these mechanisms are more frequent 

than originally anticipated by some in the human genome and they do indeed play an important 

role in the pathogenesis of cancer and other diseases. 

 

Material and Methods 

Yeast strains and growth conditions 

Rich growth medium (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 2% dextrose; YPD) was used to grow 

clones A7, A8, and A16 containing GCRs, as well as the parental strains 150-1 and 150-2 as 

controls. Yeast cells were grown at 30C. DNA was isolated by potassium acetate protocol as 

previously described and quantified using Invitrogen’s Qubit fluorometer (Ausubel et al. 1998).  
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Molecular karyotype analysis 

The molecular nature of the chromosomal rearrangements in the clones recovered from 

the GCR assay was determined by performing Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis and array-CGH 

as described previously (Argueso et al. 2008). 

 

Plasmid rescue 

The chromosomal configuration of the strains used in this experiment included the 

KanMX4 G418-resistance marker inserted at positions proximal to the -GTOP cassette (Figure 

2.1C). We took advantage of this sequence as a site for integration of a plasmid sequence in the 

vicinity of the G4-associated inverted-repeat breakpoint in clones A7 and A8. We linearized 

plasmid pAG25 (Goldstein and McCusker 1999) carrying the NatMX4 Noursethricin resistance 

marker with BglII to target its integration by homologous recombination to the KanMX4 site. 

Restriction digest of pAG25 with BglII and transformed all four yeast strains and plated on YPD. 

They were then replica plated onto YPD containing 0.2 mg/mL Nat plates. Candidate Nat resistant 

colonies were struck out to single cell clones and patched for DNA extraction. The genomic DNA 

from pAG25-transformed yeast was harvested and proper integration was confirmed using one 

chromosome-specific primer and one plasmid-specific primer was included in each primer pair 

(JAO979/1258 and JAO581/1005) listed in Table 2.1. Once integration at the intended site in the 

yeast genome was confirmed by PCR, we prepared genomic DNA, digested it with EcoRV, and 

religated to create circles containing the plasmid and the neighboring breakpoint sequence. The 

ligation products were transformed into E. coli using a heat-shock transformation protocol by 

Bioline. Six candidate clones were selected and then streaked to single colonies.  
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The single colonies were then inoculated into 5 mL LB plus 0.1 mg/mL ampicillin broth 

and incubated overnight at 37C on a 200 rpm shaker. Plasmids were isolated using a miniprep kit 

from Thermo Fisher Scientific. The rescued plasmids obtained through this procedure were 

analyzed by restriction digestion and Sanger sequencing to reveal the breakpoint structures shown 

in Figure 2.7. In some cases, the rescued regions containing the breakpoint were subcloned into 

pUC18 to reduce the size of the hairpin present in the plasmids and improve the efficiency of the 

Sanger sequencing reactions. A7 rescue clone#7 was digested with SacI and SpeI. A7 rescue 

clone#3 was restriction digested with AgeI, KpnI, SacI, and SphI. A7 rescue clone#3, A7 rescue 

clone#4 and A8 rescue clone#1 were digested with EcoRI and SacI. Restriction analyses of the 

rescued plasmids were consistent with inverted duplication structures. 

 

PCR breakpoint mapping 

For the breakpoints involving LTR repeats at the breakpoint, PCR was performed near 

YELWdelta1 with primers JAO1249/50/51. PCR of all four strains with JAO1249/1238 (a primer 

specific to the right arm of the chromosome) showed amplification in only clone A16. This product 

was PCR purified using Thermo Fisher’s purification kit and the Ty rearrangement was sequenced 

with primers JAO1282/83/84/85 listed in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1. Sequences of synthetic oligonucleotides used in this study 

  

Primer ID# Primer sequence in 5’-3’ orientation
JAO581 CTT GAT GGT CGG AAG AGG CAT 

JAO871

JAO872

JAO979

JAO1005 ACA CGG AAA TGT TGA ATA CTC 

JAO1009 ATA TTC ATT GAA ACT GAT TAT TCG ATT TTC TTC TTG ACC GCT CGT TTT CGA CAC TGG

JAO1238

JAO1249 TGATAAAGACAACTTACAAGTACAG

JAO1250 TGGTATGTCAATGTGAGATATCAC

JAO1251 TGAGTGTTCGTTCAGAAACCACTG

JAO1258 TTCCGAGATACGATTACTCCAG

JAO1282 CTATCAAAGAATTAGGCTCTTCG

JAO1283 CATAGATTAGAACATAACCTTGGA

JAO1284

JAO1285

CAT CAC AAT TAG TAA TGG AAA GTG TTT GGA AAA AAA AGA AGA T        AA GGC GCG CCA GAT CTG 

TAA CAA CCA GAA ATA GGC TTT AGT TAA CTC AAT CGG TAA TTA          CAT AGG CCA CTA GTG GAT 

ATCCAGTGCCTCGATGGC

ATTTTGGGTGATTTCACAAGG

TAGGTGTCTGACTTCGATCTTTCG

GTCATCTTCCTAGTTTGTGTAGAACG
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Chapter Three 
 
 
 

Relative Contributions of Break-Induced Replication and  

Canonical Reciprocal Homologous Recombination to the Formation  

of Spontaneous Translocations in Yeast 
 
 
 

Summary 

Our laboratory has previously developed an assay system to investigate the formation of 

spontaneous/un-induced chromosomal rearrangements in yeast diploids through the use of a gene 

amplification selectable marker (SFA1-CUP1; (Zhang et al. 2013)). The majority of 

rearrangements recovered from this selection are non-reciprocal translocations (NRTs) involving 

the deletion of a terminal segment of a chromosome and amplification of a terminal segment of 

the chromosome containing the SFA1-CUP1 marker. The breakpoints of these rearrangements 

typically occur at dispersed repeats, suggesting the involvement of a non-allelic homologous 

recombination (NAHR) double-strand break repair (DSBR) pathway. However, the specific 

mechanism of homologous recombination responsible cannot be unambiguously assigned. This is 

because NRTs formed through NAHR are indistinguishable at the karyotype level whether they 

originated from canonical reciprocal homologous recombination (CRHR) or from non-reciprocal 

break-induced replication (BIR). One feature that does distinguish the two is that the CRHR 

pathway gives rise to balanced and unbalanced translocations at a 1:1 ratio, whereas BIR only 

produces unbalanced translocations. Thus, the ratio of balanced to unbalanced translocations can 

give an indication of the relative contribution of each pathway. 
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I designed an experimental system to investigate the relative contributions of CRHR and 

BIR to the formation of spontaneous non-reciprocal translocations by selecting for yeast clones 

carrying a non-reciprocal translocation through the generation of a functional copy of the LYS2 

gene as a result of homologous recombination between two non-allelic LYS2 truncated alleles. One 

truncated allele is present on chromosome 10 (Chr10) and it is missing the 5’ end of the gene (-

YS2), while the second allele is present on Chr04 and is missing the 3’ end of the gene (LYS-). 

Furthermore, the LYS- recombination substrate was integrated at five positions on Chr04 

increasingly distant from the right telomere in separate clones. Neither allele alone is sufficient to 

render the cells Lys+, able to grow on media lacking lysine, but cells carrying a translocation 

mediated by recombination between LYS- and -YS2 have a complete and functional LYS2 gene at 

the rearrangement junction. The LYS- allele on Chr04 was designed and synthesized such that it 

contains silent single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) at regular 206 bp intervals along the YS 

portion of the gene  still coding for the same amino acids as the wild type sequence. I grew cultures 

of this strain and plated them on selective medium to identify Lys+ clones. Incorporation of a 

SFA1-CUP1 reporter cassette conferring gene dosage-dependent tolerance to formaldehyde and 

copper served as a means to screen the Lys+ clones for unbalanced translocations. Additionally, 

since yeast Pol32 protein is an accessory subunit of DNA polymerase delta complex that is 

required for BIR but not for CRHR, I constructed isogenic pol32Δ strains and characterized their 

rate of Lys+ recombination and their balanced to unbalanced translocations ratio in pol32∆ mutants 

that are compromised for BIR. The analysis of the variation in recombination rates and balanced 

to unbalanced translocation ratios in the various experimental strains suggests that BIR primarily 

contributes to translocations involving recombination near the telomere, and not at inner regions 

of Chr04.  
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Introduction 

The Copy Number Variation Reporter system 

The importance of understanding the mechanisms and consequences of Copy Number 

Variations (CNVs) is due to the fact that they underlie natural genetic diversity and susceptibility 

and pathogenesis for many diseases. CNVs involve an alteration in gene dosage (amplifications 

and/or deletions of chromosomal segments) (Hastings et al. 2009; Mishra and Whetstine 2016). 

Additionally, translocations can occur in which duplicated segments end up on a different 

chromosome other than where that segment originated from, replacing a deleted segment on 

another chromosome.  

Cumulative research evidence within the past few years has brought to the attention of 

scientific and medical communities that CNVs have been under-recognized in comparison to 

nucleotide mutations. CNVs play a previously underestimated role in the development of a myriad 

of medical disorders and are also a hallmark of cancer genomes (Gu and Lupski 2008; Ionita-Laza 

et al. 2009; Zack et al. 2013; Cooper et al. 2014). In 2013, a dataset analysis of approximately 

3000 tumor samples from The Cancer Genome Atlas Project identified CNVs to some degree in 

almost all tumor types (Weinstein et al. 2013). Furthermore, the tumor types were separated into 

two major categories based on whether those tumor displayed a majority of point mutations 

(nucleotide-level alterations) or structural variations (large-scale mutations) (Ciriello et al. 2013). 

Results showed that CNVs are particularly prevalent in breast and ovarian tumor types (Krepischi 

et al. 2012; Park et al. 2015). 

A diploid CNV assay previously developed by our laboratory (Zhang et al. 2013) plays a 

central role by helping us to detect chromosomal rearrangements associated with gene 

amplifications within the context of our research studies. It involves a reporter cassette that can be 
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integrated anywhere in the yeast genome which consists of three genes, (SFA1, CUP1 and KAN). 

The SFA1 gene encodes formaldehyde dehydrogenase, an enzyme that functions in formaldehyde 

detoxification.  The CUP1 gene encodes metallothionein which binds to and mediates resistance 

to high concentrations of copper. The genes SFA1 and CUP1 confer gene dosage dependent 

resistance to formaldehyde and copper. Therefore, the more copies of the reporter present, the 

more resistant the yeast strain becomes.  

One such example of a Formaldehyde and Copper Resistant (FCR112) clone obtained in 

our laboratory from this assay is shown in Figure 3.1. This schematic representation illustrates the 

relevant features of Chromosome 4 (Chr04) and Chr07 with telomeres represented by squares, the 

centromere as a circle, the reporter integrated on the right arm of the chromosome and the black 

arrows to indicate Ty elements or dispersed repeats.  There are analogous regions in human 

genomic DNA called HERV-1 (Human Endogenous Retrovirus 1) elements and also other 

repetitive DNA elements that can serve as recombination substrates called LINEs (Long 

Interspersed Nuclear Elements) (Bose et al. 2014; Startek et al. 2015b; Trela et al. 2016). When 

the parent strain of FCR112 is plated in the absence of formaldehyde and copper it shows normal 

growth, but at high concentrations of these two inhibitory chemicals it fails to grow. However, in 

cells where a genome rearrangement has caused duplication of the SFA1-CUP1 reporter, the 

amplification of the resistance genes allows the yeast to grow, allowing us to isolate FCR clones. 

In this example, the reporter was integrated on the right arm of Chr04 in the parent diploid strain 

and the FCR112 clone was isolated. By using a molecular cytogenetic technique called array 

comparative genomic hybridization (array CGH) to gauge relative ploidy level, data showed that 

there was an amplification of the right arm of Chr04 and a terminal deletion of Chr07, and that the 

rearrangement occurred at Ty repetitive elements.  
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Figure 3.1. Qualitative analysis of a CNV-associated rearrangement in a diploid. 
A. Chromosome 4 of JAY654 (parental diploid strain) showing the CNV reporter cassette 
represented by three block arrows on the right arm, labeled SFA1-CUP1-KAN. Black arrows 
represent Ty elements.  
B. Electrophoretic results from the parental strain are on the left. On the right is FCR112, a 
copper-formaldehyde resistant clone obtained from the CNV assay with a new chromosome 
band highlighted in red. 
C. Array-CGH results from FCR112 showing amplification of the right arm of Chr04 and a 
deletion of the right arm of Chr04. Breakpoints are identified at Ty1 elements. 
D. FCR112 karyotype: Chr07/Chr04 non-reciprocal translocation products inferred by 
combination of PFGE, array-CGH results and summation of chromosome segments lost 
and/or gained.  
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Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), which allowed us to separate out whole, intact 

yeast chromosomes showed a new chromosomal band in the FCR clone that was previously absent 

in the karyotype of the parental strain. The new chromosome is ~1.3 Mb in this clone and the 

combined size of the preserved segment of Chr07 and the amplified segment of Chr04 is 1.3 Mb. 

Therefore, we can infer the molecular structure of this chromosomal rearrangement to be as such:  

A terminal deletion on Chr07 where the terminal amplification of Chr04 is now attached (Zeidler 

and Argueso, unpublished data). Different projects in our laboratory have isolated several FCRs 

that display non-reciprocal translocations such as this one. 

 

Project Rationale 

Typically, a double-ended DNA double-strand break can be repaired relatively error-free 

by a conservative allelic homologous recombination mechanism. However, other events such as 

replication fork collapse and telomere uncapping typically lead to a DSB in which there is only 

one free DNA end available to initiate repair which occurs by a process known as break-induced 

replication (BIR)(Llorente et al. 2008a).  

Non-reciprocal translocation (NRTs) outcomes, the most abundant type of translocation 

identified using the SFA1-CUP1 CNV experimental system, involve a terminal deletion on one 

chromosome with an amplification of the end of the chromosome containing the reporter.  The 

breakpoints are often at repetitive regions of DNA suggesting non-allelic homologous 

recombination, of which the mechanism remains ambiguous. We were interested in investigating 

which double-strand DNA break repair process brings about these outcomes. Therefore, resolving 

the ambiguity of the mechanism responsible is the motivation behind this project. Homologous 

recombination requires a homologous sequence to guide repair, and break-induced replication, a 
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variant of homologous recombination, involves repair of only one side of the break, but both of 

these pathways can lead to identical NRT karyotypes. Therefore, we seek to understand what the 

contribution of BIR is to the formation of NRTs. 

 The schematic diagram Figure 3.2 depicts the chromosomes relevant to our study, Chr04 

and Chr10. In the canonical reciprocal homologous recombination (CRHR) pathway, if a double-

ended break occurs within a repeat there could be a reciprocal non-allelic crossover event between 

the regions in grey boxes representing regions of homology. If a reciprocal crossover event 

occurred, following chromosomal segregation during cell division, the karyotypes of the resultant 

cells would be CNVs (Chr10 amplified and attached to Chr4 and vice versa) which would occur 

in a 1:1 ratio. Otherwise, the resulting karyotypes would include outcomes either resembling that 

of the parental chromosome and ones with a reciprocal (balanced) translocation, where ends of 

each chromosome were exchanged but copy number remained unchanged.  

In break-induced replication (BIR), after the double-strand DNA break, the centromere 

distal end of the chromosome is lost and only the centromeric side of the break undergoes repair 

by strand invasion into a non-allelic region of homology which, in this case, is on Chr04 and 

proceeds by replication to the chromosome end, healing the broken Chr10. It should be noted that 

these two identical outcomes (highlighted in red) can arise by two very different mechanisms. 

Furthermore, even if amplification tracts are longer than generally expected for BIR, is still not 

possible to rule it out since the resultant karyotypes are the same.  Therefore, two of the major 

questions to investigate were (i) what is the relative contribution of BIR to the formation of these 

products? (ii ) is BIR more likely to occur or contribute to these translocations depending on how 

far it would need to proceed? In other words, “does the location of the donor sequence (region of 

homology) affect the relative abundance of BIR repair?” 
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Figure 3.2. Mechanisms of Non-Allelic Homologous Recombination (NAHR). 
Schematic representation of the Canonical Reciprocal Homologous Recombination (CRHR) 
pathway vs. the Break-Induced Replication (BIR) pathways depicted in diploid cells at S-
phase with duplicated chromosomes 4 and 10 relevant to our experimental design shown at 
top. Inserted regions of homology are shaded grey. The formation of a double-strand break 
(shown by lightning bolt) initiates the DNA break repair process. In CRHR (on left), after a 
crossover event the progenies that would be produced after chromosome segregation and cell 
division are depicted at the bottom. This would lead to copy number variants or to karyotypes 
that either resemble the parental chromosomes or involve a balanced/reciprocal translocation. 
In BIR (upper and right side), the end of Chr10 could be lost, necessitating the repair by using 
a non-allelic template. The exposed ssDNA homology could invade Chr04 at the homologous 
region and proceed to copy to the end of the chromosome. The final karyotypes would be 
similar to that of the parent or be a non-reciprocal translocation. Distinguishing between the 
identical non-reciprocal translocations highlighted in red is the primary focus of this project. 
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Description of the experimental system 

To provide a substrate of homology for recombination to occur, a portion of the LYS2 gene 

was integrated on Chr10, missing the 5' end of the gene (-YS2). The other substrate was integrated 

on Chr04 and was missing the 3' end of the gene (LYS-) but both alleles have the YS portion in 

common. These recombination substrates share ~2 Kb of homology (YS segment). Neither 

truncated allele encodes a functional version of LYS2, but if recombination between their shared 

regions occurs it generates a translocation resulting in a functional full-length gene that restores 

lysine prototrophy. Figure 3.3 shows the constructs, in addition to the CNV reporter, and the 

possible resultant recombined products. Thus, lysine dropout medium was used to select for 

recombination products producing functional LYS2 genes. The SFA1-CUP1 marker is present at a 

distal position on Chr04 to phenotypically distinguish if a given Lys+ clone carries an 

amplification of the right arm of Chr04 or not, thus allowing us to determine if the associated LYS-

/-YS2 translocation is non-reciprocal/unbalanced or reciprocal/balanced (Formaldehyde-Copper 

resistant or sensitive, respectively).  

I created a diploid experimental strain set in which the Chr10 -YS2 is present at a fixed 

position, while the Chr04 LYS- was been inserted at five different loci at increasing distances from 

the right telomere (Figure 3.4) to determine if a more distal donor substrate position facilitates the 

formation of BIR-mediated non-reciprocal translocations. Furthermore, we constructed pol32∆ 

mutant strains since yeast Pol32 protein, an accessory subunit of DNA polymerase delta complex, 

is required for BIR. Thus, the BIR pathway is severely deficient in the mutant. Using this strain 

construction, we should be able to indirectly measure the relative contribution of BIR to the 

formation of chromosomal rearrangements by monitoring the formation of balanced and 

unbalanced translocations.  
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Figure 3.3. Maps of the right arms of Chr04/Chr10 and alternate outcomes.  
Engineered LYS2 homologous recombination substrates present in the parental strains (top). 
Outcomes from canonical reciprocal homologous recombination (right) showing both non-
reciprocal and reciprocal outcomes which would occur at a ratio of 1:1. The star indicates the 
Chr04/Chr10 translocation that can only be produced through the canonical reciprocal 
homologous recombination pathway. It can be identified molecularly by PFGE and PCR (by 
using primers labeled as A, B, C and D.  
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Results & Discussion 

Quantitative analysis of LYS-/-YS2 translocations 

The first step in our analysis was to determine the overall rate at which recombination 

occurred between the LYS- and -YS2 substrates. Figure 3.5 shows the rates of translocation 

formation per genome per cell generation and 95% confidence intervals for wild type and pol32∆ 

mutants calculated using the Lea-Coulson method of the median for ≥ 20 independent cultures. In 

wild type strains, we noted a pattern in which there was approximately a 3-fold increase in LYS2 

recombination as the donor sequence was moved closer to the telomere in wild type strains, these 

comparisons are noted with a single asterisk in Figure 3.5 where p = <0.05.  The overall rate of 

recombination is dependent on the frequency of the initiating DSB lesion, and on the efficiency of 

pathway used to repair such lesions. Assuming that the frequency of DSBs remains comparable 

for all LYS- insertions, the efficiency of repair would be the main factor causing the progressive 

elevation in recombination that we observed. While the efficiency of the CRHR pathway is not 

predicted to change between the sites, the efficiency of BIR is. It has been previously shown that 

BIR does not operate efficiently when the replication tracts are larger than ~100 Kb (Donnianni 

and Symington 2013). Therefore, our results are consistent with a model in which the relative 

Figure 3.4. Chromosome 4 LYS- insertion sites 
The right arm of Chr04 is shown with the insertion sites of the LYS- construct identified by the 
name of the most proximal gene name at each locus. The CNV reporter cassette is represented 
between the PLM2 (82 Kb) and snoR84 (38 Kb) sites. Note: Distances not drawn to scale. The 
distance from the centromere to the right telomere is approximately 10.9 Kb. 
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contribution of BIR is higher for telomere proximal LYS- substrates (PLM2 and snoR84) than it is 

for centromere proximal ones (ARO80 and RPS18A).  

  

Figure 3.5. LYS- / -YS2 Non-allelic Homologous Recombination translocation rates. 
The comparison of the number of Lys+ colonies to those appearing on YPD are represented by 
the recombination rate data. The mutation rates per cell generation and 95% confidence 
intervals for wild type and pol32∆ calculated using the Lea-Coulson method of the median for 
≥ 20 independent cultures are shown with computed ratios identifying the fold-difference 
between the mutant and wild type strain at five different locations.  
*** = p  < 0.0001; *  = p <0.05 
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If the variation in the LYS2 recombination rate between LYS- insertion sites was caused 

primarily by variation in the contribution of the BIR pathway, then we would expect that pol32∆ 

mutant cells unable to carry out BIR would display comparable rates of recombination regardless 

of the position of the LYS- substrates. In each of the five pol32∆ derivative strains, there was an 

overall elevation in the recombination rate compared to the corresponding wild type. The 

significantly elevated recombination rates relative to wild type levels (p = <0.0001 for each; 

represented by three asterisks in Figure 3.5) suggest a general genome stability defect in pol32∆. 

The moderate increases observed are likely because, even though Pol32 protein is not essential, its 

absence likely affects the functionality of the replicative DNA polymerase delta. Less than optimal 

replication processivity could lead to more replication fork stalling and collapse, thus lending to 

higher initiation of recombination genome wide. The spontaneous recombination rates determined 

from our experiment are in the 10-7 range. Compared to other BIR studies in inducible systems, 

there are six orders of magnitude difference in the overall occurrence of these events meaning that 

the events we investigated are actually quite rare, while conventional HO-induced systems may 

convey the idea that BIR is very frequent. The primary driver of this difference is that induction 

causes more breaks. 

 Interestingly, there was no significant difference in the LYS2 recombination rates between 

four of the five pol32∆ donor site locations, including the two most extreme sites (ARO80 vs. 

snoR84; p = 0.12). This eliminated the progressive elevation in the recombination rate observed 

in wild type, and possibly even reversed it. The only exception was for PLM2, where LYS- 

substrate insertion site is immediately adjacent to where the CNV reporter cassette was integrated, 

which could be contributing to this confounding result through an unknown mechanism.  
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It is of note that larger genomic contexts may contribute to the differences observed at the PLM2 

site as well, such as altered DNA architecture due to nucleosome position, etc.  

Together these quantitative recombination rate observations indicated that there may be a 

higher contribution of BIR to the formation of Lys+ clones as the donor sequence is moved closer 

to the telomere. In order to definitively show such an effect, we proceeded to characterize the 

qualitative nature of the translocations formed in both wild type and pol32 strains across all five 

LYS- insertion sites, specifically determining the relative abundance of non-reciprocal and 

reciprocal translocations.  

 

Phenotypic descriptions and spectra of structural variants 

CRHR is predicted to yield Lys+ clones carrying balanced and unbalanced translocations 

at a ~1:1 ratio, while BIR is predicted to yield only unbalanced translocations. Our intention was 

to infer the relative contribution of each recombination mechanism by the comparison of these 

outcomes. We examined approximately 50 independent Lys+ clones from each of the ten diploid 

strains constructed and classified them into categories based on their biochemical or physiological 

properties dictated by their genotype. Phenotypes were scored based on growth on selective media. 

The phenotype expected for clones carrying a non-reciprocal translocation would be: CuFAR, 

HygS, Lys+, GenR, Trp+, and NatR (R and S indicate resistance and sensitivity, respectively). The 

phenotype for clones carrying a reciprocal translocation would be: CuFAS, HygR, Lys+, GenR, 

Trp+, NatR.  

Unexpectedly, upon phenotypic analysis (Table 3.1), we observed that many Lys+ clones 

did not fit neatly into the two ascribed categories predicted by the model in Figure 3.3. A 

substantial fraction of clones were: GenS or Trp- or NatS or (CuFAR and HygR) or (CuFAS and 

HygS). We did not fully anticipate the abundance of so many clones exhibiting these other 
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characteristics. These findings were indicative that a variety of alternative and more complicated 

mechanisms of recombination occurred in order to generate Lys+ clones. Disassociation and 

reinvasion of ssDNA during replication, referred to as template switching, is a common occurrence 

in yeast and may partially explain these alternate genetic outcomes (Smith et al. 2007). The 

abundance of clones in the “other” category drastically reduced the overall number of clones in 

the non-reciprocal and reciprocal categories, and thus impaired our ability to calculate robust non-

reciprocal to reciprocal translocation ratios from phenotypes alone. Therefore, the numbers we did 

get in these two categories were relatively small and no conclusive trends were readily apparent. 

 

In order to better gauge the relative abundance of non-reciprocal and reciprocal outcomes 

present among all Lys+ clones, we would need to directly examine the karyotypes of each clone. 

These studies were ongoing at the time this thesis was submitted. Specifically, we are using PCR 

and PFGE to identify the presence of the reciprocal Chr04/Chr10 translocation with a YS structure 

Table 3.1. Phenotype classes for Lys+ clones.  
Non-Reciprocal Phenotype: CuFAR, HygS, Lys+, GenR, Trp+, NatR  
Reciprocal Phenotype: CuFAS, HygR, Lys+, GenR, Trp+, NatR  
Other Phenotype: GenS or Trp- or NatS or (CuFAR and HygR) or (CuFAS and HygS) 
N/A: The CuFA resistance phenotype was not applicable because the LYS- recombination 
substrate was integrated at a locus distal to the CNV reporter cassette. 
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at the breakpoint (star in Figure 3.3). This approach directly interrogates the occurrence of the 

CRHR pathway and should allow us to obtain a conclusive assignment for every Lys+ clone. The 

confirmation of the presence of a YS PCR product would be a direct indication of CRHR (Figure 

3.3), although it is still possible that the sample size of our data set precludes the identification of 

a specific pattern. In this case, additional Lys+ clones would be isolated and analyzed by PCR. 

 

Future Directions and Studies  

BIR impairment alternative 

In a haploid yeast CNV experiment conducted by Payen et. al. they reported that for a 

specific segmental duplication in a chromosome, POL32 was required. So, the duplication of that 

region occurred at 10-7 in wild type and in the pol32∆ mutant it was basically undetected, indicating 

it was strictly required (Payen et al. 2008b). However, we see something different in our 

experiment using diploids and looking for translocations associated with long range BIR. 

Somehow, the POL32 defect has an overall effect of destabilizing the genome by a three to 12-

fold difference (depending on where in the chromosome the LYS- insertion was placed). We 

believe that the necessity of POL32 for BIR is likely completely independent of the increased 

recombination rate. Pol32 protein is a non-essential subunit of the replicative DNA polymerase 

delta. By missing this subunit in the mutant strains, the DNA replication defect is revealing itself. 

There are probably more breaks occurring spontaneously from additional collapsed replication 

forks, thus driving more recombination. The repair of the increased amount of spontaneous breaks 

will be different since they do not have the BIR option anymore. Interestingly, there is repair of 

those additional breaks, but it is not changing on account of whether the recombination substrate 

is close to or far from the end of the chromosome. This is logical since BIR is not playing a role.  
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Pif1, an evolutionarily conserved helicase has recently been identified to play a crucial role 

in BIR. It is purported to actively minimize topological constraint during the extensive DNA 

synthesis activity that creates a migrating bubble structure, also known as a D-loop (Saini et al. 

2013; Wilson et al. 2013). Since PIF1 is also required for BIR it could be used as an alternative 

way to investigate the BIR contribution to NRTs. 

 

Identifying reciprocal translocations and gene conversion patterns 

In our experimental system, a balanced Chr04/Chr10 translocation would produce a 

recombined LYS2 gene segment of only the -YS- portion, along with selectable markers. This 

reciprocal product can only be produced through the canonical reciprocal homologous 

recombination pathway, indicated by the star in Figure 3.3. It would be possible to take advantage 

of this unique characteristic by identifying it molecularly by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis and 

by detecting it by PCR. These additional methods would aid in resolving the ambiguity presented 

by the current phenotypic analysis of the Lys+ clones recovered. Particularly, it would enable us 

to further differentiate between the clones currently classified in the "other" phenotype group 

(Table 3.1).  

By design, our recombination substrates share ~2 Kb of homology (the YS region). The YS 

segment integrated on Chr10 maintains a wild type nucleotide sequence. On the other hand, the 

YS segment integrated at different positions along Chr04 was synthesized such that it contains 

synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) at regular 206 bp intervals. This allelic 

difference would allow us to map the site of genetic exchange by following the distribution of 

SNPs at the recombination breakpoints. SNP analysis by Sanger sequencing would reveal if there 

were any patterns to the gene conversion tracts to investigate whether the CRHR and BIR might 
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produce different SNP signatures at their respective recombination sites. These investigative steps 

would provide more evidence as to whether there is indeed a correlation between the locations of 

the donor sequence and how it may affect the relative contribution of BIR to double-strand DNA 

break repair. 

 

Mutation clusters aka hypermutation 

Recently, it was been shown that exposure to methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) causes 

DNA base damage to the long, single-stranded DNA tracts transiently formed during break-

induced replication. The base damage ultimately results in a signature pattern of non-random, co-

localized hypermutation (“kataegis”), closely resembling mutation clusters found in cancer 

(Sakofsky et al. 2014). In contrast, reciprocal canonical homologous recombination is not 

associated with extensive tracts of ssDNA or of DNA synthesis, thus, should not lead to kataegis. 

One could take advantage of this new finding to assign a mechanism of formation to the non-

reciprocal translocations identified through genome stability assays employed in our laboratory. 

The BIR pathway is absent in the mutant and the relative contribution of BIR to formation of 

chromosomal rearrangements is typically indirectly determined by subtracting the pol32∆ rate 

from the wild type rate. In this experimental approach, one would potentially be able directly make 

this same estimate by whole genome sequencing of the Lys+ clones and determining the presence 

or absence of mutation clusters on the region of Chr04 that is amplified. Specifically, if the 

translocation was originally formed by CRHR, no mutation clusters would be seen within the tract. 

In contrast, BIR generated translocations should have such clusters. 
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Investigation of half-crossover cascades 

In the present study, a single translocation event that led to the conjunction of two truncated 

alleles to make a fully functional gene was investigated. However, the processes that chromosomes 

regularly undergo to repair broken chromosomes can be much more complex and involve the 

interaction and exchange of multiple chromosome pieces. Genome instability results in cases of 

more complicated rearrangements, where more than one non-allelic chromosome may be used as 

the template for repair of other chromosomes (Aguilera 2009). This ultimately results in a type of 

genome rearrangement known as half-crossover initiated cascades (HCC)(Vasan et al. 2014). The 

“cascade” portion of the nomenclature denotes the chain reaction of events that transpire within a 

single cell cycle to result in the accumulation of several segmental translocations originating from 

just one DSB lesion. Specifically, when single-ended DSBs are used in CRHR, the repair of the 

initial lesion leads to the breakage of the template region. The broken template then initiates a 

secondary repair reaction that can generate another chromosomal rearrangement. Evidence of 

HCC events have been identified in many forms of cancer. Thus, we would be able to implement 

our established yeast-based bioassay by integration of an additional recombination substrate on 

another chromosome (Figure 3.6). In this proposed HCC system, each of the YS segments (on 

Chr04, Chr7and Chr10) of the LYS2 gene would contain SNP markers. Overall, this strain would 

be unable to produce its own lysine (Lys-) by lacking a continuous LYS2 gene. A HCC event would 

begin with cascading genome rearrangements at a DSB on Chr07. 5′–3′ degradation would 

generate stretches of ssDNA at the YS sequence promoting homology driven invasion into the 

Chr10 YS, followed by a half-crossover resolution. A Chr07/Chr10 non-reciprocal translocation 

would be formed but also generate a broken Chr10 containing remnant segments of the Chr07 YS 

(orange). Chr10 repair would initiate by invading the Chr04 YS and begin BIR and proceed to the 
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telomere such that the SFA 1-CUP1 reporter would be amplified. The end result is a Chr10/Chr04 

non-reciprocal translocation containing a complete LYS2 gene, enabling own lysine biosynthesis. 

This newly formed LYS2 gene now contains SNP markers from all three chromosomes involved 

in the cascade (green, orange, blue). Additionally, amplification of the SFA 1-CUP1 reporter on 

the right arm of Chr04 would have occurred as well as a deletion of the 2xURA3 reporter previously 

on the right arm of Chr07. 

This system would be useful for determining basal rates of HCC mutation rates 

quantitatively in wild type yeast cells. Furthermore, in light of the abundant number of clones 

recovered from our experiment that fit into the “other” phenotypic category, it is likely that further 

analysis of the molecular nature of those structural variations would reveal HCC events. 
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Figure 3.6. Half-crossover mechanism and detection assay. A. Schematic map of the diploid 
test strain. The YS segment of the LYS2 gene contains unique synthetic SNP markers in each of 
the three genomic positions. There are no complete/continuous LYS2 sequences in this strain so 
it is unable to produce its own lysine. B. Cascading genome rearrangements start with a double-
strand break (DSB) lesion on Chr07 followed by long-range resection. C. Once resection 
reaches the YS sequence, homologous recombination promotes a single-end invasion into the 
Chr10 YS, followed by a half-crossover resolution. This creates the Chr07/Chr10 non-reciprocal 
translocation and leaves a broken Chr10 containing remnant segments of the Chr07 YS (orange). 
D. The broken Chr10 end invades the Chr04 YS and initiates break-induced replication that 
extends through the right arm of Chr04, through the SFA 1-CUP1 amplification reporter, until 
it reaches the telomere. E. This creates the Chr10/Chr04 non-reciprocal translocation, which 
contains a complete LYS2 gene. This LYS2 gene now contains SNP markers from all three 
chromosomes involved in the cascade (green, orange, blue). It also amplifies the right arm of 
Chr04 including SFA 1-CUP1 reporter and deletes the right arm of Chr07 including the 2xURA3 
reporter. 
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Materials and Methods 

Growth conditions and media for propagating strains 

E. coli culture medium consisted of Luria Bertani broth (bacteriological agar not added to 

mixture) or agar prepared by adding 0.1 mg/mL ampicillin for drug resistance selection. E.coli 

plates were placed in a 37C incubator (with shaking rack at 250RPM when necessary). 

Yeast culture medium (10 g yeast extract, 20 g glucose, 20 g peptone, and 10 g 

bacteriological agar in 1 L of distilled water) was used for propagating strains with supplement 

drugs to the media (e.g. Hygromycin B, Geneticin, etc. where noted) Synthetic drop-out plates 

were prepared by mixing 1.7g yeast nitrogen base (without amino acids or ammonium sulfate), 

1.4g drop-out mix (lysine, tryptophan or complete drop-out), 5 g ammonium sulfate, 20 g glucose, 

20 g bacteriological agar, and 1L deionized H20 and then autoclaving. Petite clones (carrying 

genetic mutations causing mitochondrial dysfunction) were screened out on YPGE medium 

containing 2% ethanol and 2% glycerol as non-fermentable carbon sources. 

For the CNV assay, CuSO4 and formaldehyde (FA) were added to autoclaved molten agar 

medium once it had cooled to 70°C (0 µM CuSO4 and 0 mM FA, 75 µM CuSO4 and 0.75 mM FA, 

150 µM CuSO4 and 1.5 mM FA, 225 µM CuSO4 and 1.6 mM FA, 300 µM CuSO4 and 1.7 mM 

FA). Since aqueous formaldehyde solutions are considered unstable, a fresh 1 M solution of 

formaldehyde was prepared from a methanol-stabilized stock solution immediately before it was 

mixed with the autoclaved medium. After all components were mixed, media was poured into Petri 

dishes and used within 48 hours.  

All yeast plates were incubated at 30C (with rotating test tube rack or flask shaker at 200 

rpm when necessary). Plates were either loosely plastic wrapped or placed in a plastic box with a 

damp paper towel if incubated for extended periods of time to prevent desiccation of the agar. 
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Transformations and DNA extractions 

All E.coli transformations were performed using either α-Select Silver or Bronze-

efficiency competent cells purchased from Bioline following their recommended heat-shock 

protocol. Yeast transformations were performed using a LiAc/ssDNA/PEG protocol as previously 

described (Gietz and Woods 1998). Plasmid were recovered from E.coli using Qiagen Miniprep 

kit. Yeast genomic DNA was harvested using zymolyase and potassium acetate.  Total yields of 

dsDNA were determined using Invitrogen Qubit Fluorometer. Sanger sequencing data was 

obtained by GENEWIZ, Inc. and Colorado State University’s Proteomics and Metabolomics 

Facility. DNA sequence analysis, primer and plasmid construction was performed with Qiagen’s 

CLC Genomics Workbench v4.9 

 

Synthetic LYS2 reporter - gBlock assembly and subcloning 

We designed gBlock Gene Fragments (custom synthesized by Integrated DNA 

Technologies) such that the coding sequence for the YS portion (corresponding to SGD coordinates 

472974 to 470674 of Chr02) of the LYS2 gene would include synonymous point mutations spaced 

every 206 bases, taking in to consideration preferential S. cerevisiae codon usage.  

gBlocks 1 and 2,  the “S” and “Y” regions respectively, of the LYS2 gene were diluted 

1:1000 and each amplified by PCR with primers JAO1356/1359 and JAO1358/1357. 

Amplification products were restriction digested with SacI and HindIII. Each gene segment was 

amplified and joined by overlapping PCR using primers JAO1356/1360 then purified with a gel 

band-extraction kit by Fermentas. The purified product was digested with NaeI and SacI and 

cloned into the plasmid carrying the “L” segment of LYS2 (described below). 
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Strain construction: LYS- and -YS2 constructs 

The oligonucleotide sequences and complete genotypes for yeast strains used in this study 

are listed on the following page in supporting information, Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, respectively. 

Additional primer sequences used for DNA sequence verification and intermediate construction 

steps are not listed but available upon request. 

The LYS2- construct was created by PCR amplification of the wild type “L” segment of the 

LYS2 gene (corresponding to SGD coordinates 469748 to 468797 of Chr02) from JAY357. The 

PCR product was ligated into pUC19 plasmid vector following digestion with HindIII and KpnI 

and transformed into E.coli. The recovered plasmids were then digested with NaeI and SacI and 

the joined YS gBlock gene fragments (described above) were ligated into this vector which was 

transformed into E.coli for propagation and then recovered. 

The -YS2 construct was created via knockout deletion of the “L” segment from a wild type 

LYS2 sequence in strain JAY648. The deletion cassette was PCR-amplified with primers 

JAO1009/1389 using pAG32 (HphMX4; hygromycin resistance) as template. Transformations 

were plated on YPD, replica plated to YPD plus Hygromycin and colony singles tested on 

Hygromycin, Geneticin, YPGE and lysine drop-out plates to confirm phenotypes.  

All plasmid constructions were verified by Sanger sequencing to ensure that the PCR 

amplification process had not introduced any mutations. Selection for E.coli transformants was 

achieved by ampicillin drug resistance selection. 

The CNV reporter cassette was previously integrated into the yeast genome on the right 

arm of Chr04 between the PML2 and SAM2 at a distal location 78558 Kb from the right telomere 

along with an auxiliary marker at the allelic position in the other homolog.  
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Each of the genetic changes that composed the final genotypes of the diploid experimental 

strains were generated individually in isogenic haploid strain. These haploids were then 

successively intercrossed and taken through meiotic tetrad analysis to obtain combined genotypes.  

 

Table 3.2. Sequences of synthetic oligonucleotides used in this study 

 

Table 3.3. Yeast strains used in this study 

 

Integration of LYS- and -YS2 constructs into yeast chromosomal loci 

Sequence integration was guided, in all instances, to the chromosomal locus of choice by 

homology-directed homologous recombination utilizing extended oligonucleotide “tails” with at 

least 40 bp of homology to allow for reassembly into the yeast genome following a single 

transformation. Chr04 loci of the five LYS- insertion were named according to the nearest proximal 

gene: ARO80, RPS18A, PRP3, PLM2, snoR84. The corresponding SGD coordinates for these 

insertion sites were: 1315070, 1361005, 1406774, 1453105, 1493622, respectively.  

 

Primer ID# Primer sequence in 5’-3’ orientation
JAO871 CAT CAC AAT TAG TAA TGG AAA GTG TTT GGA AAA AAA AGA AGA T        AA GGC GCG CCA GAT CTG 

JAO872 TAA CAA CCA GAA ATA GGC TTT AGT TAA CTC AAT CGG TAA TTA          CAT AGG CCA CTA GTG GAT 

JAO1009 ATA TTC ATT GAA ACT GAT TAT TCG ATT TTC TTC TTG ACC GCT CGT TTT CGA CAC TGG

JAO1356 atcgatcggagCTCTCAATCCGCCGGTGTTAC

JAO1357 TAGGGGTGTGGATTTGATGGTATG

JAO1358  atcgatcggagCTC   AAATGTGCGTATCTATTTCTCC

JAO1359 atcgatcg AAGCTT   GGGTTCAGAATCGAATTAGGAG

JAO1360 atcgatcg AAGCTT  TAGGGGTGTGGATTTGATGGTATG

JAO1389
GCAACACCTAAGTAAATGGTTTGTCTGGCTGGGGGATATGCAGGGTCGATAACTGAAAAGGTTGCGCC      

AGGTCGACGGATCCCCGG

Strain ID # Ploidy Mating type Genotype

JAY357 1n alpha ade5-1 his7-2 leu2-3,112 LEU+ ura3-52 trp1-289 cup1D RSC30 sfa1D::hisG

JAY648 1n alpha
ade5-1 his7-2 leu2-3,112 LEU+ ura3-52 trp1-289 cup1D RSC30 sfa1D::hisG               

PLM2::SFA1-V208I-CUP1-Kan

JAY654 2n a/alpha
ade5-1 his7-2 leu2-3,112 LEU+ ura3-52 trp1-289 cup1D RSC30 sfa1D::hisG homozygous

heterozygous PLM2::SFA1-V208I-CUP1-Kan/PLM2::TRP1
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All integrations of constructs into yeast genomes were verified by PCR, either by amplification 

across the entire inserted region using primers complementary to the native flanking chromosome 

sequence or using primer pairs at the “borders” of the integrations sites (i.e. one primer 

complementary to the linearized plasmid and one primer complementary to a nearby sequence on 

the chromosome near the integration site. 

 

POL32 knockout 

Isogenic pol32Δ::Nat homozygous diploid strains were constructed by PCR-mediated gene 

knockout using JAO871/872 to amplify the Nourseothricin resistance gene from pAG25 (natMX4) 

to replace POL32 gene in haploid cells (Goldstein and McCusker 1999). Strains were crossed to 

ones previously described and yeast tetrad analysis was performed to generate the final diploid 

strains with desired genetic markers. 

 

Quantitative LYS-/-YS2 non-allelic recombination assay 

Lys- parental strains were struck out to single colonies on YPD medium and grown for 2 

days at 30C. Independent 5mL YPD cultures were inoculated with individual colonies and grown 

for 24 hours. 2mL from each culture were centrifuged at 3500rpm, and the supernatant discarded. 

The cell pellet was resuspended in 2ml deionized (DI) water and the centrifugation and discarding 

process was repeated. The washed pellet was resuspended in a final volume of 1mL DI water. 

500uL of this undiluted cell suspension was plated on lysine drop-out (selective) medium and 

spread on the agar using autoclaved glass beads. A serial dilution of the cell suspension was 

performed in 96-well plates for each sample and 100uL of a 10-5 final dilution was plated on YPD 

(permissive) medium plates. Colonies were counted on YPD plates following two days of growth 
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and at five days for ones grown on lysine drop-out medium. A single Lys+ clone from each culture 

was selected to ensure mutation independence before it was further characterized. Approximately 

50 independent cultures were inoculated for each strain (overall total of five wild type strains and 

five pol32∆ strains), to generate a final total of approximately 500 Lys+ clones.  

 

Mutation rate determination 

The total number of colonies formed on lysine drop-out plates were counted and compared 

to the number of colonies formed on YPD plates. The colony numbers were used to determine the 

median mutation rate and 95% confidence intervals using FALCOR fluctuation calculator (Lea-

Coulson method of the median) as has been previously described (Lea and Coulson 1949; Foster 

2006; Schmidt et al. 2006). All statistical analyses were performed in Prism version 6.0h. 

Differences in mutation rates were evaluated by using the non-parametric Mann–Whitney U test 

to determine statistical significance. A p- value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.  

 

Phenotypic characterization 

Cells from all Lys+ clones were plated on the following media types for growth analysis: 

YPD, YPD plus Hygromycin (0.4 mg/ml), YPD plus Geneticin (G418) Sulfate (0.4 mg/mL), YPD 

plus Nourseothricin (Nat) (0.2 mg/mL), YPGE and drop-out plates lacking Tryptophan or Lysine 

or Uracil. 

 

Copy Number Variation assay 

To qualitatively verify amplification of the copy number SFA1-CUP1 cassette, cells from 

each of the aforementioned Lys+ clones, in addition to the Lys- parent (carrying 1 copy of the 
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cassette) as a negative control to verify viability, were lightly patched to a numbered grid on YPD 

plates. The cells were allowed to grow for 24 hours. The cell patches were then replica plated to 

separate plates of complete drop-out medium containing the following concentrations of copper 

and formaldehyde:                       0 µM CuSO4 and 0 mM FA (control), 

75 µM CuSO4 and 0.75 mM FA, 

150 µM CuSO4 and 1.5 mM FA, 

225 µM CuSO4 and 1.6 mM FA, 

300 µM CuSO4 and 1.7 mM FA 

Cultures were grown for 2 to 4 days. Viability was checked each day visually by naked eye and 

under a microscope. Resistant clones carrying two or more copies of the SFA1-CUP1 reporter 

grew prolifically even in high concentrations of Cu and FA and were easily identifiable. Cell 

patches from Cu-FA sensitive clones showed weak, filamentous colony morphology and 

individual cells in the periphery of the colony showed minimal to absent cell division over time.  
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